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UNIT 02: Chemical Bonding 
 
 
TOPIC 2A: States of Matter and Solutions  
 
States of matter 
 

All matter has two distinct characteristics. It has mass and it occupies space. The 

properties associated with the three states of matter, and the behaviors of the particles 

that make them up, are summarized below. 

 

Solids Liquids Gases 
   

Have a definite shape and 

definite volume. 

The particles in a solid are 

packed tightly together and 

only vibrate gently around 

fixed positions. 

Have no shape of their own 

but take the shape of their 

container. A liquid has a 

definite volume. 

The particles in a liquid are 

free to move. 

Have neither a definite 

shape nor a definite 

volume. 

The particles in a gas 

spread apart filling all the 

space of the container 

available to them. 

   
The particulate diagrams below represent the relative positions and movements of the 

particles in the three states of matter. 

 

   
 
 
Solids 
 
Solids fall broadly into two categories; crystalline, where a regular, ordered, repeatable 3-

D structure of particles is found, or amorphous, where the arrangement of particles is not 

regular or ordered. However, in both cases, the particles in the solid have very little 

LO 2.3 
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energy and move very little in relation to one another. They are sometimes described as 

‘vibrating around fixed positions’. 

 
Liquids 
 
Like solids, liquids have particles that are very close together, but unlike solids the 

particles in liquids are constantly moving and colliding with one another, have significantly 

greater energy and move a lot in relation to one another. 

 

Since solids and liquids tend to have their particles very close together, their volumes are 

often very similar. 

 
Since, in a gas, the particles possess enough energy to overcome any intermolecular 

forces and hence move around completely freely and with large spaces between them, a 

liquid represents particles in an intermediate state between the extremely ordered and 

low energy state of a solid, and the extremely disordered and high energy state of a gas. 

 

The properties of solids and liquids 
 

All of the properties of solids and liquids such as viscosity, surface tension, hardness etc., 

are dependent upon how the particles that make up the solid or liquid are arranged, and 

the extent of the attractions between those particles. For example, a liquid where the 

particles are attracted to one another with very strong inter-particular forces is likely to be 

more viscous than one where the force of attraction is weaker. 

 

Heating and cooling curves 
 

Since the different states of matter have particles with differing energies, converting 

between them requires a change in energy. The changes in energy associated with 

phase changes can be quantified in heating and cooling curves. Heating and cooling 

curves are discussed fully in UNIT 5, TOPIC B. 
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Gases and kinetic molecular theory 

 

Gases are made up of particles that have (relatively) large amounts of energy. A gas has 

no definite shape or volume, and will expand to fill as much space as possible. As a 

result of the large amount of empty space in a volume of gas, gases are easily 

compressed. 

 
Pressure 
 

Pressure is exerted when gas particles collide with the walls of any container it is held in. 

Pressure can be measured in a number of units, for example; 

 

1.00 atm = 760. mmHg = 760. Torr 
 

Task 2Ai 

 

Perform the following conversions 

 

1 657 mmHg to atm 

2. 830 torr to atmospheres 

 
Kinetic Molecular Theory 
 

Kinetic molecular theory is the basis for many properties of gases. The five postulates 

are; 

 

1. Gases are composed of tiny particles (atoms or molecules) whose size is negligible 

compared to the average distance between them. This means that the volume of the 

actual, individual particles in a gas can be assumed to be negligible compared to 

the volume of the container, and therefore the total volume that the gas fills is almost 

all, empty space. The observation that gases are compressible is consistent with the 

assumption that the actual gas particles have a small volume compared to the total 

volume, i.e., the volume of the container. 

 

2. Gas particles move randomly, in straight lines, in all directions and at various speeds. 

 

3. The forces of attraction or repulsion between two gas particles are negligible, except 

when they collide. 

LO 2.4 

LO 2.5 

LO 2.6 
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4. When gas particles collide with one another, the collisions are elastic (no kinetic 

energy is lost). The collisions with the walls of the container create the gas pressure. 
Elastic collisions is consistent with the observation that gases, when left alone in a 

container, do not appear to lose energy and do not spontaneously convert to a liquid. 

 

5. The average kinetic energy of a gas particle is proportional to the Kelvin temperature, 

and as a result, all calculations involving gases should be carried out with 

temperatures converted to K. Using Kelvin eliminates the problem of negative 

temperatures, which could lead to the calculation of negative volumes etc. 

 

These assumptions do have limitations. For example, gases can be liquefied if cooled 

enough. This means that “real” gas particles do attract one another to some extent, 

otherwise the particles would never stick to one another and therefore never condense to 

form a liquid. 

 

Pressure and Volume relationships: Boyle’s Law 
 

Boyle’s law states that, at constant temperature, pressure is inversely proportional to 

volume. This means that as pressure increases, volume decreases, and vice versa. 

 

 
 

This makes sense. If the volume is increased, the gas particles collide with the walls of 

the container less often and the pressure is reduced. 

 

If we know the volume and pressure of a gas at a given temperature, and then volume or 

pressure is changed, Boyle’s law allows us to calculate the new volume or pressure by 

applying the simple relationship below. 

 

 

 

P1 and V1 are the original conditions and P2 and V2 are the new conditions. 

constant a VP =

2211  VP VP =
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Task 2Aii 

 
1. If a 1.23 L sample of a gas at 53.0 torr is put under pressure up to a value of 

240. torr at a constant temperature, what is the new volume? 

 

2. The pressure on a 411 mL sample of gas is decreased from 812 mmHg to 790 

mmHg. What will the new volume of the gas be? 

 

Volume and Temperature relationships: Charles’ Law 

 

Charles’ law states that, at constant pressure, volume is directly proportional to 

temperature. This means the volume of a gas increases with increasing temperature, and 

vice versa. 

 

 

 

This makes sense. If the temperature is increased, then the gas particles gain kinetic 

energy, move around more, and occupy more space. 

 

If we know the volume and the temperature of a gas at a given pressure, and then 

volume or temperature is changed, Charles’ law allows us to calculate the new volume or 

temperature by applying the simple relationship below. 

 

 

 

V1 and T1 are the original conditions and V2 and T2 are the new conditions. 

 

Task 2Aiii 

 

1. An 11.0 L sample of a gas is collected at 276 K and then cooled by 14 K. The 

pressure is held constant at 1.20 atm. Calculate the new volume of the gas. 

 

2. A gas has a volume of 0.572 L at 35.0 oC and 1.00 atm pressure. What is the 

temperature inside a container where this gas has a volume of 0.535 L at 1.00 

atm? 

 

constant a
T
V
=

 
T
V

 
T
V

2

2

1

1 =
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Volume and Moles relationships: Avogadro’s Law 
 
Avogadro’s law states that, at constant temperature and pressure, volume is directly 

proportional to the number of moles of gas present. This means that the volume of a gas 

increases with increasing number of moles, and vice versa. 

 

 

 

This makes sense. As more moles of a gas are placed into a container, if conditions of 

temperature and pressure are to remain the same, the gas must occupy a larger volume. 

 

If we know the volume and number of moles of a gas at a given temperature and 

pressure, and then volume or the number of moles is changed, Avogadro’s law allows us 

to calculate the new volume or number of moles by applying the simple relationship 

below. 

 

 

 

V1 and n1 are the original conditions and V2 and n2 are the new conditions. 

 
Task 2Aiv 

 
1. A 13.1 L sample of 0.502 moles of O2 is held under conditions of 1.00 atm and 

25.0 oC. If all of the O2 is then converted to ozone (O3) what will be the volume 

of ozone? 

 

2. If 2.11 g of neon gas occupies a volume of 12.0 L at 28.0 oC. What volume will 

6.58 g of neon occupy under the same conditions? 

constant a
n
V
=

2

2

1

1

n
V

n
V

=
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Pressure and Temperature relationships: Gay-Lussac’s Law 
 
Gay-Lussac’s law states that, at constant volume, pressure is directly proportional to 

temperature. This means that temperature increases with increasing pressure, and vice 

versa. 

 

 

 

This makes sense. If the temperature of a gas is raised, then the particles will have more 

energy, and collisions with the walls of the container will occur with a greater force, and 

the pressure will increase. 

 

If we know the pressure and temperature of a gas at a given volume, and then pressure 

or the temperature is changed, Gay-Lussac’s law allows us to calculate the new pressure 

or temperature by applying the simple relationship below. 

 

 

 

P1 and T1 are the original conditions and P2 and T2 are the new conditions. 

 
Task 2Av 

 

1. A gas at 25oC in a closed container has its pressured raised from 150. atm to 

160. atm. What is the final temperature of the gas? 

 

2.  A gas exerts a pressure of 900 mmHg at 20oC. What temperature would be 

required to lower the pressure to 1.00 atm? 

P a constant
T
=

1 2

1 2

P P = 
T T
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Graphical relationships of P, V and T 

 

Plotting graphs of ideal gas properties can help to illustrate the relationships described 

above, in particular Boyle’s law (PV graph) and Charles’ law (VT graph). The Charles’ law 

plot gives information about absolute zero on two separate scales. 

 

Boyles law 
(Similar 

shaped curves 

but either 

above or below 

the ideal line 

illustrate non-

ideal or ‘real’ 

gas behavior) 

 

Charles’ 
law 

with temp 
in oC 

(absolute zero 

= -273 oC) 

 

Charles’ 
law 

with temp 
in K 

(absolute zero 

= 0 K) 
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General and Combined Gas equations 
 

Combining the equations of the gas laws above, gives 

 

 

 

If the number of moles of gas in an experiment is constant (frequently the case), then the 

expression becomes 

 

 

 
The ideal gas law 
 
The combination of laws above leads to the formulation of the ideal gas law. Most gases 

obey this law at temperatures above 273 K and at pressures of 1.00 atm or lower. An 

ideal gas has particles that are assumed to have negligible volume when compared to 

the total volume (the volume of the container), and particles that do not attract one 

another (they act independently). 

 

 
 

R = the universal gas constant which = 0.0821 L atm K-1 mol-1 when P is measured in atm 

and V is measured in L. (T must always be in K and n will invariably be in mol). 

 

This equation is useful because it can be manipulated to include other variables. For 

example, n can be replaced by with (mass/molar mass) to give 

 

 

 

 and manipulated further to include density, since density = (mass/volume) 

 

 

22

22

11

11

T n
 VP

T n
 VP

=

2

22

1

11

T
 VP

T
 VP

=

P V = n R T

P V =
mass R T

molar mass
 

P =
density R T
molar mass
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Task 2Avi 

 

1. Assuming ideal behavior, how many moles of helium gas are in a sample that 

has a volume of 8.12 L at a temperature of 0.00 oC and a pressure of 1.20 atm? 

 

2.  A sample of aluminum chloride weighing 0.100 g was vaporized at 350. oC and 

1.00 atm pressure to produce 19.2 mL of vapor. Calculate a value for the molar 

mass of aluminum chloride. 

 

Dalton’s law of partial pressures 

 
Dalton’s law states that in a mixture of ideal gases the total pressure exerted by the 

mixture is equal to the sum of the individual partial pressures of each gas. 

 

 

 

Assuming ideal behavior the equation can be simplified to 

 

 

 

Task 2Avii 

 

1. Calculate the number of moles of hydrogen present, in a 0.641 L mixture of 

hydrogen and water vapor, at 21.0 oC, that has a total pressure of 750. torr, 

given that the vapor pressure of water at this temperature is 20.0 torr. 

 

2.  3.00 L of Carbon monoxide gas at a pressure of 199. kPa, and 1.00 L of carbon 

dioxide gas at a pressure of 300. kPa are injected into a 1.25 L container. 

Assuming no reaction between the two gases, what is the total pressure in the 

container? 

etc. PPPP 321total ++=

÷
ø

ö
ç
è

æ=
V
RTnP totaltotal
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Deviations from ideal behavior 
 

At high pressures and low temperatures gas particles come close enough to one another 

to make the two postulates of the kinetic molecular theory invalid. 

 

(i) The assumption that gases are composed of tiny particles whose size is 

negligible compared to the average distance between them begins to fail - 

When the gas is pressurized into a small space the gas particles size 

becomes more significant compared to the total volume. 

 

(ii) The assumption that the forces of attraction or repulsion between two 

particles in a gas are very weak or negligible begins to fail. - Low 

temperature means less energy, so the particles are attracted to one another 

more. 
 

Under these conditions (high P and low T), gases are said to behave non-ideally or like 

‘real’ gases. This has two consequences. 

 

(i) When gases are compressed to high pressures, the size of the gas particles 

is no longer negligible compared to the total space occupied by the gas (its 

total volume). Therefore, the observed total volume occupied by the gas 

under these real conditions is artificially large since the gas particles are now 

occupying a significant amount of that total volume. Previously, under ideal 

conditions, the gas particles size were negligible compared to the total 

volume occupied by the gas and therefore the observed total volume was 

approximately correct. The real gas situation necessitates the need to correct 

the volume by subtracting a factor. 

 

(ii) The actual pressure of a gas is lower than one would expect when assuming 

there were no attractive forces between the particles. Because, in a real gas, 

the particles are attracted to one another, they collide with the walls with less 

force, and the observed pressure is less than in an ideal gas. This 

necessitates the need to correct the pressure by adding a factor. 

 

These corrections lead to the van der Waals equation below, where the terms a and b 

are constants for a particular gas. You would not be asked to perform a calculation using 

this equation on the AP exam, but you may be expect to relate the relative sizes of a and 

LO 2.12 
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b to the deviations above. For example, gas particles that have relatively strong inter-

particle attractions for one another would have corresponding relatively large values for a 

(since their pressure needs to be corrected by a larger factor), and that relatively large 

gas particles would have correspondingly relatively large values of b (since they take up 

a larger volume). 

 

 

 
Root mean square speed 

 

The root-mean-square-speed (urms) of the velocities of gas particles is the square root of 

the averages of the squares of the speeds of all the particles at a particular temperature 

 

 

 

Where R = universal gas constant = 8.314 kg m2 s-2 mol-1 K-1, T = temperature in Kelvin, 

M = molar mass of the gas in kg mol-1. 

 

Task 2Aviii 

 

Note: Q1 and Q2 are calculations that you will not be asked to do on the AP exam, 

BUT they are extremely helpful in understanding Q3, that you COULD be asked. 

 

1. Determine the urms of the following gases at 25.0 oC. Include units. 

 (a) Helium 

 (b) Oxygen 

 (c) Radon 

 

2. Determine the urms of the following gases at 50.0 oC. Include units. 

 (a) Helium 

 (b) Oxygen 

 (c) Radon 

 

3. What can be said about the urms of a gas in relation to its molar mass and in 

relation to its temperature? 

( ) T R nnbV
V
anP 2

2
=-÷

÷
ø

ö
ç
ç
è

æ
+

M
3RTurms =
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Grahams law of effusion and diffusion 
 

Effusion is the process in which a gas escapes from one vessel to another by passing 

through a very small opening. 

 

Diffusion is the process by which a homogeneous mixture is formed by the random 

mixing of two different gases. 

 

Graham's law of effusion and diffusion states that the rate of effusion or diffusion of two 

gases is inversely proportional to the square roots of their respective densities and 

molecular masses. 

 

 

 

You will not be asked to perform a calculation on this on the AP exam, but you should 

appreciate that smaller gas particles effuse and diffuse at higher rates than larger gas 

particles. 

 

Henry’s law, temperature and the solubility of gases 
 

Imagine a solution, in a closed container, with a gas filling the space above it.  

 

At higher pressures, more gas particles strike the surface of the solution and enter the 

solvent, meaning the concentration of the gas dissolved in the solvent is greater. 

 

Gas solubility usually decreases with increase in temperature of the solution, since the 

gas particles have more energy, and can escape from the solvent, meaning less gas is 

dissolved in solution. 

 

Think about a Coke. When is it most ‘fizzy’ (carbonated), i.e., when does it have most 

carbon dioxide dissolved in the sugar solution? Answer, when it is cold (when the CO2 

gas does not have sufficient energy to escape), and when it is sealed, under pressure 

(when the CO2 is forced into the solution). Warm Coke = flat (non-fizzy, non-carbonated) 

Coke. 

 Aof mass Molar
B of mass Molar

 Aofdensity 
B ofdensity 

B of effusion of Rate
 Aof effusion of Rate

==
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Solutions 
 

Solutions are homogeneous mixtures that are composed of a solute and a solvent. They 

can be gases, liquids or solids. For a liquid solution the solute can be a gas, liquid or a 

solid. In solutions the solvent particles are very tiny (molecular size). Like a solution, a 

colloid is a mixture of two separate phases, but where the particles are larger in size than 

molecules, up to approx. 1000 nm. If the particle size exceeds 1000 nm, the mixture 

becomes a suspension. These particle size distinctions mean that a mixture can appear 

homogeneous or heterogeneous depending on the scale on which it is observed. For 

example, with the naked eye, a colloid (like an emulsion paint with a solid dispersed in a 

liquid) looks homogeneous, but on a hugely magnified scale, it may appear 

heterogeneous. 

 

Liquid solutions, by definition, cannot be separated into their components using a filter 

paper and have no particles large enough to scatter visible light. Two such methods that 

can be used to separate such solutions are chromatography and distillation. 

 

Chromatography 

 

All chromatography techniques involve a moving phase and a stationary phase. In the 

most common applications of paper chromatography, the paper is the stationary phase 

and the solvent is the moving phase. When the solution mixture is exposed to the two 

phases, each component of the mixture will have a greater or lesser affinity for the 

stationary or the moving phase. If a component of the mixture has a high affinity for the 

mobile phase (meaning it has a high intermolecular attraction for the mobile phase), it will 

move with the moving phase and travel a relatively long distance on the chromatogram. A 

component with less affinity for the mobile phase (low intermolecular attraction for the 

mobile phase), or only a larger affinity for the stationary phase (strong intermolecular 

attraction for the stationary phase), will not move as far. The different distances of travel 

mean that the components of the mixture are physically separated. 

 

It is possible to apply a quantitative analysis to the chromatogram by calculating an Rf 

value for each component of the mixture. 

 

 
Rf = 

Distance travelled by component of mixture
Distance travelled by solvent

LO 2.7 

LO 2.10 
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The distance travelled by the solvent is determined by measuring the distance from the 

baseline (where the original mixture was spotted), and the maximum distance than the 

solvent has travelled, known as the solvent front. 

 

 
 

Distillation 
 

Distillation is a separation technique based upon differences in boiling point of two 

components of a liquid mixture. The boiling point of the individual component of a mixture 

depends upon the intermolecular attractions between the particles of that component. For 

example, ethanol molecules have a relatively low intermolecular attraction for one 

another when compared to the intermolecular attraction that exists between molecules of 

water. Because the ethanol molecules have a relatively low attraction for one another 

when compared to water, they are relatively easily separated from one another, and they 

have a relatively low boiling point (78 °C). Since the intermolecular attractions between 

water molecules are greater, they are more difficult to separate and have a relatively high 

boiling point (100 oC). Heating the mixture can separate a solution of ethanol and water. 

This allows the more volatile component (in this case ethanol) known as the distillate, to 

boil off. 

 

Ethanol molecules (weaker intermolecular attractions and a lower boiling point) vaporize 

before the water molecules and can be collected as a vapor and then cooled to condense 

them back into a liquid in separate container. The water molecules do not vaporize as 

easily, most are left behind in the original container, and thus the mixture is separated. 

This process of separation by utilizing different boiling points is called distillation.
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Composition of solutions  
 

We saw in UNIT 1 how the composition of a solution can be expressed in terms of the 

number of moles of the solute, per liter of solution, otherwise known as the molarity. In 

relatively low molarity solutions, there are small numbers of solute particles compared to 

the number of solvent particles, and in relatively high molarity solutions there are 

relatively large numbers of solute particles compared to the number of solvent particles. 

 

Dilution 

 
Often, solutions are prepared by adding water to (diluting) more concentrated ones. For 

example, if 4.0 L of a 2.0 M solution was required, it could be prepared by diluting some 

10. M solution. Calculations involving dilution problems involve three steps. 

 

1. Calculate the number of moles present in the final, diluted solution, by applying 

 moles = (concentration) (volume). 

2. Calculate the volume of the starting, more concentrated solution that supplies 

 this number of moles by applying moles = (concentration) (volume). 

3. The volume of water that must be added to the concentrated solution is simply 

 the difference between the volume of the final, diluted solution and the volume of 

 the concentrated solution. 

 

For example, in order to calculate the volume of water that must be added to prepare 2.0 

L of 3.0 M KOH from a stock solution that has a concentration of 8.0 mol L-1, follow this 

method; 

 

 1. Final solution must contain (2.0 L)(3 mol/L) mols = 6.0 mols of KOH. 

 2. Since moles = (concentration) (volume), the volume (in L) of the stock 

 (concentrated) solution that contains 6.0 mols of KOH =  = 0.75 L. 

 3. So, by taking 0.75 L of the stock solution and adding 1.25 L of water to make the 

 solution up to 2.00 L, the final, diluted solution, will have a concentration 

 (molarity) =  = 3.0 mol L-1 or 3.0 M. 

 

6.0 mol
8.0 mol/L

6.0 mol
2.0 L

LO 2.9 
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In practical terms, the use of highly accurately graduated glassware (volumetric flasks, 

graduated glass pipets and burets) is required. In the example above, the following 

experimental procedure could be used. 

 

Add approx. 1.0 of distilled/deionized water to a 2.0 L volumetric flask. Using a suitably 

sized pipet or a buret, slowly and carefully transfer 0.75 L of the concentrated solution to 

the volumetric flask with gentle swirling to ensure good mixing. When the all of the 

concentrated solution has been added to the flask, make the solution up to the mark with 

distilled/deionized water in the 2.0 L volumetric flask. 

 

Dilution & Safety 
  

When diluting a concentrated acid or base, it is often found that combining water and the 

acid or base is a very exothermic process, i.e., one that releases energy. In some cases 

this energy can be very significant and may even cause the water present to turn into the 

gaseous state (steam). As the steam leaves the system it can cause a “spray” of 

concentrated acid or base, and as such, it represents a significant safety hazard. In order 

to minimize this hazard it is vital to always add acid to water, and not water to acid. 

 

The dilution sequence of adding a relative small amount of (hazardous) acid to a 

relatively large volume of (non-hazardous) water, ensures that the heat generated is kept 

to a minimum, and that acid remains in the presence of as much water as possible until it 

reaches the desired dilution. This will minimize the risk of accidents. 

 

Will the solution process be exothermic or endothermic? 

 

Consider a substance dissolving in water. Three separate, independent processes must 

take place, each with its own associated energy change. 

 

1. The solute particles must separate from one another (bond breaking process, 

 endothermic). 

2. The solvent particles must separate from one another (bond breaking process, 

 endothermic). 

3.  The solvent and solute particles must interact (bond making process, exothermic) 

 

The energy change of the overall process is a sum of energy changes 1, 2 and 3, and 

can be exothermic or endothermic depending on the magnitudes of each part. 
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Task 2Aix 

 

1. Calculate the volume of 3.25 M nitric acid that must be diluted with water to 

produce 500. mL of 1.25 M nitric acid. 

 

2.  Calculate the volume of 2.60 M KOH that must be diluted with water to produce 

250. mL of 2.00 M KOH. 

 

3.  What volume of water must be added to 4.0 M HCl in order to produce 2.0 L of 

0.5 M HCl? 

 

4.  Describe how to make the solution in Q1 in the lab, including any 

measurements, glassware and procedures needed, plus any precautions to 

ensure safety that you would take. (Also see 2003, 5(a)). 

 

In the remainder of the study of UNIT 2, we will consider several different types of 

chemical bond and some of the theories and properties associated with them. The 

diagram below should help you to organize your thoughts and to see the relationships 

between the different types of bonding that we will discuss. 

 

TYPES	OF	BONDING

INTRA
(within	(inside)	compounds)	

BOTH	STRONG

IONIC
(Metal	+	non-

metal)

Giant	lattice	of	ions

COVALENT
(Non-metals)	

Discret	molecules

Dative	or	co-
ordinate

(Electron	deficient	

species)

Discreate	molecules

INTER
(interactions	between	covalent	molecules)

ALL	WEAK

(Strongest	➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠➠Weakest)

Hydrogen	
Bonding	
(H	attached	

directly	to	N,	O	P)

Permanant	dipole

Dipole-Dipole
(Polar	molecules)	

Permananet	

dipoles

London	
Dispersion	Forces

(Non-polar	

molecules)

Induced	dipoles
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TOPIC 2B: Intermolecular Forces 

 
Inter bonding is based upon the Coulombic attractions between opposite charges, but 

since the individual charges are usually relatively small, inter bonding is a relatively very 

weak attraction when compared to intra bonding. 

 
Electronegativity and dipoles 
 

As we saw in UNIT 1, an electron cloud diagram can be thought of as a probability map 

of where an electron may be found at any one time. In separate atoms this is very simple 

and can be represented, thus; 

 
 

As we will see in TOPIC 2C, when two atoms join together with covalent bond, a pair of 

electrons is shared between the atoms. Each atom within a covalent bond has a property 

known as electronegativity, and is defined as the ability of an atom within a covalent bond 

to attract electrons to itself. Electronegativity increases from left to right on the periodic 

table, and from the bottom of a group to the top. As a result, fluorine is the most 

electronegative element. 

 

If a pair of atoms that are covalently bonded have the same electronegativity, then the 

electrons in the bond will be equally shared, and the electron cloud can be thought of 

thus; 

 
 

Elements that have electronegativities that are different but very similar, like C (2.5) and 

H (2.1) are usually considered to be equally shared, as well. 

 

However, in situations where one atom has a much higher electronegativity than the 

other, then the electrons are attracted toward the more electronegative atom, leading to 

an electron cloud distortion and a re-distribution of electron charge density, thus; 
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less electrongative   

 

more electronegative 

The creation of opposite charges at either end of the molecule is called a dipole, and the 

bond is said to be polar covalent. In the first diagram, with no such creation of opposite 

charges (electrons equally shared), the bond is said to be non-polar covalent. 

 

The presence (or otherwise) of dipoles, and the intermolecular Coulombic attraction 

between them, determines the type of intermolecular forces present in covalently bonded 

compounds. In turn, the type of intermolecular forces present can greatly influence the 

properties. 

 
London Dispersion Forces (LDF’s) 
 

These are small electrostatic forces that are caused by movement of electrons within the 

covalent bonds of molecules that would otherwise have no permanent dipole. As one 

molecule approaches another the electrons of one or both are temporarily displaced 

owing to their mutual repulsion. This movement causes small, temporary dipoles to be 

set up on the surface of the particles, which then attract one another. These attractions 

are called London Dispersion Forces, and exist between all atoms and molecules. 

 

London dispersion forces increase with surface area and with the polarizability of the 

atom or molecule. Polarizability in turn, increases with increased number of electrons. In 

short, larger molecules with larger surface areas have more electrons, which have 

greater polarizability. This leads to more London dispersion forces, greater attractions 

and therefore higher boiling points. 

 

One manifestation of the impact of surface area can be found in organic chemistry. 

Compounds that have the same molecular formula but different connectivity are called 

isomers. One such pair of isomers is pentane and 2-methylbutane. Each has the 

molecular formula C5H12. 

 

Pentane 2-methylbutane 

  

 

LO 2.11 
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As can be seen from their structures, the two isomers do not have the same surface 

area, and as a result they have different boiling points. Pentane, with the more spread 

out, less compact, larger surface area, has the higher boiling point, 309 K versus 301 K 

for the branched alkane, 2-methylbutane. 

 
Boiling points of the noble gases 
 
On descending group 18 the atoms of the elements get bigger, have more electrons and 

larger surface areas. This increases the London dispersion forces between them, making 

them more difficult to separate and increasing their boiling points. 

 
Group 18 Element He Ne Ar Kr Xe 

Boiling Point / oC -269 -246 -186 -152 -108 
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Dipole-Dipole forces 
 

When molecules that have permanent dipoles come together, they will arrange 

themselves so that the negative and the positive ends of the molecules attract one 

another. 

 

 
 

The complete picture is more complicated, and a three-dimensional one, where the 

molecules come together in such a way that the attractions are maximized and the 

repulsions are minimized. Molecules eventual align in order to find the best compromise 

between attraction and repulsion. The attractions are called dipole-dipole forces. 

 

 
 

Hydrogen bonding 
 

Hydrogen is an exceptional element in that when it forms a covalent bond its electron is 

held to one side of the nucleus leaving the other side completely exposed. Any 

approaching negatively charged group can get very close to the hydrogen nucleus and 

this produces an unexpectedly large electrostatic attraction. These electrostatic 

attractions are exaggerated when H is bonded to a more electronegative element that is 

small enough to allow a significant intermolecular interaction, i.e., F, O or N. Such 

LO 2.13 
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intermolecular, electrostatic attractions are a special type of dipole-dipole force called 

hydrogen bonds. 

 

The occurrence of hydrogen bonds has two important consequences; 

 

 (i) It gives substances containing them unusually high boiling points 

 (ii) Substances containing them tend to be more viscous 

 

Both are explained by the increased attraction between molecules caused by hydrogen 

bonding, making it more difficult to separate them. For example, in water, black dots 

represent oxygen atoms and white dots represent hydrogen atoms. 

 

 
 
Boiling points of the hydrides of Groups 14, 15, 16 and 17 
 

Group 14 hydride CH4 SiH4 GeH4 SnH4 

Boiling Point / oC -161 -112 -90 - 

 
As with the noble gases, the boiling point increases due to increased size and London 

dispersion forces. A similar pattern (of increase in size, dispersion forces and boiling 

points) is observed amongst the group 15 hydrides, except for ammonia. 

 

Group 15 hydride NH3 PH3 AsH3 SbH3 

Boiling Point / oC -33 -87 -60 -25 

 
The ammonia molecules are attracted to one another by hydrogen bonds, giving 

ammonia a much higher boiling point than would normally be predicted if only London 

dispersion forces were present. 

LO 2.17 
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The patterns in groups 16 and 17 resemble that of group 15, with water and hydrogen 

fluoride respectively, exhibiting the higher boiling points associated with hydrogen 

bonding. 

 
Group 16 hydride H2O H2S H2Se H2Te 

Boiling Point / oC 100 -65 -45 -15 

 
Group 17 hydride HF HCl HBr HI 

Boiling Point / oC 20 -85 -69 -35 

 

Plotting these data serves to illustrate the strong hydrogen bonding present in NH3, H2O 

and HF. 

 

 
 

When the intermolecular forces of two substances are similar, they substances tend to be 

miscible (they mix). 
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Vapor pressure 
 

Consider a liquid in a sealed container. Even if the liquid is below its boiling point a few of 

the molecules will possess enough energy to overcome the intermolecular forces holding 

them together and escape into the vapor phase above the liquid. The weaker the 

intermolecular forces between the molecules, the easier this process will be and the more 

molecules will enter the vapor phase. This causes a relatively high vapor pressure. So, in 

summary, weak intermolecular forces cause liquids to have low boiling points, they are 

said to be volatile and will have high vapor pressures, and vice-versa. 

 

Surface tension 
 

In the body of a liquid, all of the particles (molecules) experience forces in three 

dimensions around them. This results in no net forces on these particles. However, those 

particles that are at the surface of the liquid, have no particles above them, and as such 

they are pulled with a net force into the body of the liquid. This cohesion between 

particles of liquid, causes the liquid to contract to the smallest possible size (a sphere) 

and creates an internal pressure at the surface that can resist an external pressure. This 

is why it is possible to float very small objects with higher density than water, on the 

surface of water, and why water tends to ‘bead’ into droplets. 

 

Capillary action 
 

If a liquid is placed into a very thin tube, the combination of cohesive forces within the 

liquid itself (i.e., like those in surface tension) and adhesive forces between the liquid and 

the walls of the tube, can add up to overcome the force of gravity, and the liquid can be 

drawn up the tube without an external force being applied. 

 

Both surface tension and capillary action rely upon the strength of interparticular 

attraction between the liquid particles. 

 

Intermolecular forces in biological molecules 
 

In order for a substrate to interact with an enzyme (see UNIT 4), an intermolecular 

attraction must exist. In proteins the primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary structures 

will lead to different three dimensional shapes that, depending on their orientation, may 

be attracted to polar water molecules (hydrophilic) or repelled (hydrophobic).

LO 2.17 
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TOPIC 2C: Intra Bonding 

 

Like inter bonding, intra bonding is based upon Coulombic attraction, but the attractions 

here are relatively very strong, making intra bonds much stronger than intermolecular 

forces. 

 

Ionic bonding 

 

Ionic bonding involves the transfer of electrons between atoms to form ions. When 

electrons are completely transferred, the electron cloud distribution can be thought of 

thus; 

 
 

Atoms have equal numbers of protons and electrons and consequently have no overall 

charge. When atoms lose or gain electrons, (in order to achieve full s and p sub-shells or 

a ‘noble gas structure’ and relative stability), the proton/electron numbers are unbalanced 

causing the particles to become charged. These charged particles are called ions. Since 

metals have a tendency to lose electrons to form positive ions, and non-metals the 

opposite, the ionic bond is usually formed between metals & non-metals, i.e., elements 

that are widely separated on the periodic table. These strong electrostatic forces between 

the charged particles are called ionic bonds. Since the electrostatic forces are large the 

bond is a strong one, and since Coulomb’s law predicts that force increases with 

increasing charge and decreasing distance between charges, the strongest ionic bonds 

are formed between ions that are small (because they can get close to one another) and 

highly charged, i.e., ions that have high charge densities. 

 

Task 2Ci 

 

1. List the ions present and hence the formula of the following compounds; 

 sodium chloride, calcium chloride, iron(III) bromide, sodium oxide. 

 

2. When comparing sodium chloride and sodium bromide, which compound 

would be expected to have the strongest ionic bonds, i.e., the greatest 

Coulombic attraction? Explain. 

LO 2.17 

LO 2.1 
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The ions present in an ionic solid are held rigidly in fixed positions in a giant, three-

dimensional lattice. These rigid structures mean that ionic compounds are not malleable 

or ductile and tend to be brittle, since when the ordered structure is disrupted, like 

charges repel, and the solid splits apart. 

 

 

In the ionic structure the lattice of ions is held 
together by strong electrostatic interactions between 
them. The strong bonds give ionic solids high 
melting and boiling points and low volatility and 
subsequently low vapor pressures. 
 
Ionic substances can only conduct electricity when 
molten or in solution, since in the solid the ions are 
rigidly held and cannot move. 

 

 

When an ionic solid dissolves, the polar water molecules are attracted to the oppositely 

charged ions, and penetrate the lattice attaching themselves to the ions. (This is the idea 

of ‘like dissolves like’). The process is called hydration, and the ions are said to be 

hydrated. The ions become free to move when they are hydrated, and the solution will be 

a good conductor of electricity. Since a non-polar solvent will not be attracted to the ions 

in an ionic solid, the ionic bonds holding the solid together are not broken and the solid 

will not dissolve.  

 
 

The hydration process increases the entropy (or disorder) of the system - see UNIT 5. 

LO 2.14 

LO 2.15 

LO 2.19 

LO 2.23 

LO 2.24 

LO 2.8 
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Covalent bonding 
 

In covalent bonding, electrons are shared between atoms to once again achieve full s 

and p sub-shells, this time by joining together and sharing valence electrons. When they 

do so they form discrete molecules. One shared pair of electrons represents a single 

covalent bond; two shared pairs represent a double bond, etc. These bonds usually occur 

between atoms that are non-metals, i.e., between elements that are close to one another 

in the top right hand corner of the periodic table. As we saw earlier, when the electrons 

are being perfectly shared we can think of the electron distribution thus; 

 

 
 

In the simplest terms it is possible to think of compounds being either 100% ionic or 

100% covalent but actually it is necessary to consider these two situations being at the 

extremities of a sliding scale. In fact, most bonds are intermediate between the two, with 

a largely covalent substance actually having a degree of ionic behavior, and vice-versa.  

 
Ionic substance with some covalent character 
 
If the cation is small and highly charged it will have the ability to distort the charge cloud 

around the anion thus; 

 

 
 

Comparing this diagram with the charge cloud representations of 100% ionic bonding and 

100% covalent bonding it is possible to observe the ionic bond beginning to acquire some 

covalent character. Fajans rules help to assess the degree of distortion (polarization). 

Distortion will be at a maximum when; 

 

 1. The cation is small and highly charged, i.e., has a high charge density. 

 2. When the anion is large and highly charged, i.e., electrons are more loosely 

held. 

LO 2.17 

LO 2.18 
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Covalent substance with some ionic character (polar covalent) 
 

As we saw earlier, if one atom in a covalent bond has a higher electronegativity than the 

other, then the electrons are attracted toward the more electronegative atom, leading to 

an electron cloud distortion and a re-distribution of electron charge density, thus; 

 

less electrongative   

 

more electronegative 

 

Using the Pauling scale of electronegativities it is possible to make predictions about the 

degree of ionic and covalent character in a compound. By considering differences in 

electronegativity and by using the table below, one can predict the % of covalent and 

ionic character present in a bond between two atoms. 

 

Electronegativity difference 
between the atoms in the covalent bond 

Approximate percentage of ionic 
character 

0.1 0.5 

0.5 6 

1.0 22 

1.5 43 

2.0 63 

2.5 79 

3.0 89 

A difference of approx. 1.7 marks the boundary between predominately ionic or covalent 

 

Metal structures (metallic bonding) 
 

 

A metals' structure can be considered to be a close 
packed lattice of positive atoms/ions surrounded by 
a "sea" of moving, delocalized electrons. These 
electrons and their movement cause metals to be 
good conductors of electricity. The close packed 
atoms/ions make them good conductors of heat. 
 
The metallic bond is the electrostatic attraction 
between the positive and negative charges. The 
flexibility of these bonds makes metals malleable & 
ductile. 

LO 2.20 

LO 2.26 

LO 2.28 

LO 2.27 
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 Lewis structures of covalently bonded molecules 
 
Lewis structures use dots to represent valence electrons in atoms when they form 

molecules. As discussed above, when atoms form molecules they share electrons to 

achieve full s and p sub-shells. In the case of hydrogen this is two (a duet), in the case of 

the second period non-metal elements this is eight (octet rule). Some elements in the 

third period can have more than eight electrons in their outer shells (expanded octet rule). 

 
Drawing Lewis structures 
 

1. Calculate the total number of valence shell electrons (taking into account any 

charges present by adding for negative charges, and subtracting for positive 

charges). 

2.  In a species with more than two atoms, decide which atom is the central one (this is 

usually obvious, but if in doubt it will be the least electronegative atom but never 

hydrogen). Use one pair of electrons to form a covalent bond between the terminal 

(outer) atoms that are bonded to the central atom. 

3.  Arrange the remaining electrons to complete the octets of the terminal atoms and 

then place any remaining electrons on the central atom, if necessary expanding the 

central atoms’ octet. 

4.  If the central atom lacks an octet, form multiple bonds (double or triple) by converting 

non-bonding electrons from terminal atoms into bonding pairs. (Some atoms are 

exceptions and remain electron deficient). 

5.  One bonding pair of electrons represents one covalent bond that in turn can be 

represented by a single line ( ¾ ) etc. 

6. Any electron pairs that occur in the valence shell of an atom but do not form a 

 bond with another atom are called non-bonding electrons or lone pairs.
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Task 2Cii 

 

Draw Lewis diagrams for each of these species; CH4, F2, O2, N2, HCl, HF, H2O, NH3, 

CBr4, PF5, PCl6-, NH4
+ 

 
Shapes of covalently bonded molecules and ions 
 
The shapes of covalently bonded molecules and ions can be determined by considering 

the number of electron pairs around the central atom. The electron pairs repel one 

another and try to get as far apart as possible. This theory is called Valence Shell 

Electron Pair Repulsion theory or VSEPR. There are some standard shapes for specific 

numbers of electron pairs and some simple deviations from this theory when non-bonding 

(lone) pairs are present around the central atom. Those shapes, their names, bond 

angles and other relevant information are listed on the table on the next page. 

 

A non-bonding pair will repel more strongly than a bonding pair. When comparing bond 

angles it can be seen that this has the effect of altering the bond angles and the shape of 

molecules that have a similar total number of electron pairs around the central atom, but 

where the total is made up of different combinations of bonding and lone pairs. 

 

For the purposes of predicting shape, multiple bonds can be considered as single bonds 

(single negative centers). For example, a double bond is considered to be just one 

bonding pair when predicting shape, and as such a CO2 molecule can be considered to 

be surrounded by two electron pairs (negative centers) and is therefore linear, even 

though there are actually two bonding pairs on either side of the carbon atom. Predict 

shape by; 

 
 1. Drawing the Lewis structure for the molecule. 

 2. Counting the e- pairs (both bonding & non-bonding) around the central atom. 

 3. Using the table below to recall the correct shape, name and bond angles that 

correspond to the shape that arranges that minimizes repulsion (i.e., keep them 

as far apart as possible). 
 

Task 2Ciii 

 

Draw Lewis structures and sketch the shapes for the following. In each case 

identify the number of bonding & lone pairs around the central atom, and predict 

bond angles; PCl6-, ICl3, BrF5, SO3
2-, CH4, NH4

+, ICl4-, SO2  

LO 2.21 

LO 2.21 
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Number of electron 
pairs around central 

atom 
Full description of the molecule 

BONDING (B) LONE (E) Example Bond angles o Geometry of 
Electron Pairs 

Geometry of 
Atoms 3D Shape 

Type 
(A is 

central) 
2 0 BeCl2 180 Linear Linear  AB2 

3 0 BF3 120 Trigonal 
planar 

Trigonal 
Planar 

 

AB3 

2 1 SO2 
Slightly less 

than 120 
Trigonal 
planar 

Bent or 
V Shaped 

 

AB2E 

4 0 CH4 109.5 Tetrahedral Tetrahedral 

 

AB4 

3 1 NH3 107.5 Tetrahedral Trigonal 
Pyramidal 

 

AB3E 

2 2 H2O 104.5 Tetrahedral Bent or 
V Shaped 

 
AB2E2 

5 0 PCl5 

120 in plane. 
90 

perpendicular 
to plane 

Trigonal 
bipyramidal 

Trigonal 
Bipyramidal 

 

AB5 

4 1 SF4 Complex Trigonal 
bipyramid Seesaw 

 

AB4E 

3 2 ClF3 Approx. 90 Trigonal 
bipyramidal T-Shaped 

 

AB3E2 

2 3 XeF2 180 Trigonal 
bipyramid Linear 

 

AB2E3 

6 0 SF6 90 Octahedral Octahedral 

 

AB6 

5 1 BrF5 Approx. 90 Octahedral Square 
Pyramidal 

 

AB5E 

4 2 XeF4 90 Octahedral Square 
Planar 

 

AB4E2 
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Resonance structures & bond length 
 

Occasionally when drawing a Lewis structure that involves multiple bonds, it may be 

possible to draw a number of different (but still feasible) Lewis structures. In such a case 

we call the various structures resonance structures. For example, carbon dioxide has 

three possible Lewis structures. 

 

 
 

The carbonate ion provides another example. The Lewis structure for the carbonate ion 

can be represented by the diagram below. 

 

 
 

However, it would be equally correct to have created the double bond on the right hand 

oxygen or the left hand oxygen rather than the oxygen at the top of the diagram and 

hence get a total of three different resonance structures. The reality is that the structure is 

an “average” of all three possible resonance structures and each bond is really one and 

one third covalent bonds rather than any combination of two singles and one double.  

 

If a multiple bond (double or triple) is created between two atoms the bond length 

observed will be shorter than the corresponding single bond. This is because a double 

bond is stronger than a single bond and hence pulls the atoms closer together. A triple 

bond is correspondingly shorter and stronger than a double bond. Evidence for the “one 

and one third” bond order in the carbonate ion is that all the bonds are found to be the 

same length, not the different lengths that one would expect to find if a combination of 

double and single bonds were present. 
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Formal charge 
 

The formal charges of each atom within a structure can be calculated thus; 

 

 

Formal charges are generally used in one of two ways. 

 

 (i) To suggest where charges may most reasonably lay and therefore the most 

likely separation of charge. For example where the 2- charge of the carbonate 

ion (CO3
2-) actually resides. 

 
 

  Carbon atom   formal charge = 4 – 0 – ½ (8) = 0 

  Oxygen atom in C=O  formal charge = 6 – 4 – ½ (4) = 0 

  Each oxygen atom in C-O formal charge = 6 – 6 – ½ (2) = -1 

 
  

Note: the sum of the formal charges adds up to the total charge on the species. 

 

 (ii) To help select the most plausible structure from a set of resonance structures 

 

 Again, calculate the formal charge on an atom within a Lewis structure. Using 

the two possible Lewis structures for CH2O with formal charges added as an 

example, it is possible to determine the most likely Lewis structure for the 

compound. 
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Again, the sum of the formal charges adds up to the total charge on the species. 
 

In order to determine which structure is most likely, choose the structure with zero formal 

charges, and/or formal charges with absolute values as low as possible, and/or keep any 

negative formal charges on the most electronegative atoms. Since the first structure has 

no formal charges of zero on each atom, it is considered to be the most plausible. 

 

If you can draw a Lewis structure that uses all of the valence electrons and fulfils the 

octets, do NOT seek alternative, “better” structures with lower formal charges unless the 

question leads you down that path. 

 

Dative or Co-ordinate bonding (electron deficient species) 
 
Occasionally when drawing a Lewis structure you may encounter a molecule with a 

central atom that does not have a complete octet of electrons surrounding it. One such 

example is BF3. In this molecule the boron atom has only six electrons surrounding it 

rather than the usually required eight. 

 

 
 

The boron atom is said to be electron deficient. It can make up the octet by forming 

bonds with other compounds that have non-bonding pairs of electrons, e.g., ammonia 

(NH3). 
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The new, shared pair (covalent bond) formed is made up by using both the electrons 

from one species (in this case the nitrogen atom in the ammonia molecule) rather than 

one from each species as in a normal covalent bond. This type of covalent bond is called 

a dative or co-ordinate bond. 

 

Polar bonds and polar molecules 

 
In order for a substance to be “polar”, bonds within the molecule must carry different 

charges (i.e., a dipole moment must exist) AND the dipoles that are present must NOT 

cancel out due to symmetry. The dipole moment can be indicated by an arrow that points 

toward the negative charge center with the tail of the arrow indicating the positive charge 

center, or by using d+ and d- to indicate small areas of positive and negative charge. 

 

For example, consider pentan-3-one and trifluoromethane that are both polar. Like water, 

(which is also polar), opposite ends of the molecules carry different charges and there is 

no canceling of the dipoles. 

 

 
 

“polar”, pentan-3-one “polar”, trifluoromethane 
 
Now consider hexane and carbon tetrachloride, neither are polar molecules but for 

different reasons. 

 

In Hexane (C6H14), carbon and hydrogen have very similar electronegativities and as a 

result the bonds are effectively non-polar. Carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) on the other hand 

has four polar C-Cl bonds, but because of its symmetrical shape is non-polar overall. The 

partial positive charge is located at the center of the molecule and the partial negative 

charges equally spread around it, causing the dipoles to cancel. 

 

Examples of other compounds that are non-polar as a result of symmetry and the 

cancellation of dipoles are CO2 and BCl3. 

 
LO 2.2 
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“non-polar”, carbon dioxide “non-polar”, boron trichloride 
 

 

Application of polarity – acids and their strength in terms of molecular structure 
and interparticle forces 
 

See UNIT 6. 

 

Polyatomic molecules and hybridization of orbitals 
 

When considering a polyatomic molecule the question of shape must be accounted for. 

Outer shell, atomic orbitals of the central atoms in Lewis structures are said to hybridize 

or undergo hybridization (a process of mixing). Consider the example in the table below 

of the sp3 hybridization of carbon in the methane (CH4) molecule. 

 

In its ground state the carbon atom has two unpaired electrons and as such it may only 

make two bonds with hydrogen atoms to form the species CH2. However this species is 

extremely unstable and does not exist. In order to form the much more stable CH4 

molecule (that does exist) one of the electrons in the 2s orbital is promoted into the empty 

2pz orbital to form the excited state of [He] 2s1 2px1 2py1 2pz1. These four orbitals then 

‘mix together’ to form the four, sp3 hybrid equivalent orbitals.  

 

These four hybrid orbitals then form simple sigma bonds as they overlap with each of four 

atomic s orbitals of 4 hydrogen atoms, to give four electrons pairs around the central 

carbon atom, i.e., 4 covalent bonds and the familiar, tetrahedral shape. 

 

In all of the examples below the terminal atoms join the central atoms hybridized orbitals 

using simple sigma bonds to form the final molecule.  
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Be 

 

2 
 

2s 
2px 

2 
 

2py 
2pz 

Ground state would make 0 covalent bonds, hybridized can make 2 

sp
2  

B
F

3 

B 

 

3 
 

2s 
2px 
2py 

1 
 

2pz 

Ground state would make 1 covalent bond, hybridized can make 3 

sp
3  

C
H

4 

C 

 

4 
 

2s 
2px 
2py 
2pz 

0 

Ground state would make 2 covalent bonds, hybridized can make 4  

 
The type of hybridization present in a species is really quite simple to predict. By 

considering the total number of electron pairs (including both bonding and non-bonding 

pairs) around the central atom, one can determine the total number of orbitals that need 

to be present, since each electron pair needs one orbital. So, by taking (in order), one s, 

and as many p orbitals as required (up to 3), one can determine the correct number of 

orbitals needed, and hence the hybridization. For example, four electron pairs (whether 

bonding or non-bonding), require four orbitals and have a hybridization of (s + p + p + p) 

or sp3. 

 

Sigma (s) and Pi (p) bonds 
 

Consider two hydrogen atoms forming H2. Each hydrogen atom has one electron that 

occupies a spherical 1s orbital. On forming H2 these 1s orbitals overlap to share a pair of 

electrons forming a molecule and a covalent bond. 
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Now consider two oxygen atoms forming O2. Each oxygen atom has the electronic 

configuration [He] 2s22p4. 

 

 
 

The two, dumbbell shaped, 2p orbitals that are incomplete can take part in bonding and 

there is a simple end on end overlap that occurs. The electron cloud density is located 

along the axis of the bond and this is called a sigma (s) covalent bond. 

 

 
 

There is also scope for another type of bond that occurs from the sideways overlap of the 

other p orbitals. Here the electron cloud density is located above and below the axis of 

the bond this is called a pi (p) bond. 

 

 
 
As a result the oxygen atoms form a double bond giving the familiar oxygen molecule, 

O=O or O2. 

 

Whenever a double or triple covalent bond is formed, the first (and strongest) bond is 

always a sigma bond. All bonds after that are considered to be pi bonds. Pi bonds lead to 

delocalized electron clouds via the overlap of unhybridized p orbitals, giving rise to the 

potential for some electron movement, and for the occasional occurrence, although rare, 

of a molecular substance that can conduct electricity. Sigma bonds can freely rotate, but 
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pi bonds in alkenes prevent the rotation of carbon-carbon bonds, leading to the existence 

of cis and trans isomers. For example, cis and trans but-2-ene 
 

Structure 

  
Name cis-but-2-ene trans-but-2-ene 

 
The C=C bond cannot rotate because of the presence of the pi bond, so the CH3 groups 

remain fixed on the same side of the double bond (cis), or on opposites sides of the 

double bond (trans). In butane, the sigma bond between the central carbons can rotate 

(no pi bonds) so these two conformations are 100% interchangeable and are the same 

compound (not isomers). 

 

Structure 

  
Name both simply butane not isomers of one another 

 
 

Molecular orbital theory 
 

There is another approach used to explain bonding in molecules. Where simple, Lewis 

and VSEPR models fail to account for the observed behavior of molecules another more 

complex theory must be used. 

 

One such example is the unexpected paramagnetic behavior of oxygen. Its bonding can 

be explained using molecular orbital theory which describes covalent bonds in terms of 

the combination of individual atomic orbitals to form molecular orbitals rather than the 

independent overlap of the individual atomic orbitals. 

CC
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CH3CH3
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TOPIC 2D: Bonding and the properties of solids 

 

Ionic solids – see UNIT 2, TOPIC 2C see page 27. 

 

Metal solids – see UNIT 2, TOPIC 2C see page 29. 

 

An alloy is a mixture of metals. Two types are common. 

 

1. An interstitial alloy – additional, smaller atoms of a different element fill the spaces in 

the metallic lattice. The most common example is steel where carbon atoms fill the 

spaces between the iron atoms. Alloys of this type are less malleable and ductile 

than the pure metals since the presence of the smaller atoms make the structure 

more rigid and less flexible. 

 

2. Substitutional alloy – where one metals’ atoms are replaced by another metals’ 

atoms. In these cases the metal atoms are usually of a similar radius as in brass 

where copper atoms are replaced with zinc atoms. Substitutional alloys have similar, 

reduced malleability and ductility to interstitial alloys, and have densities that typically 

lay between the densities of the component metals.  

 
In both cases the sea of electrons is maintained and the alloys remain good conductors. 

In some cases, the surface of the alloy or metal may take on a different property than the 

remainder of the solid, due to an oxide layer forming, following reaction with oxygen in 

the air. 

 

Giant covalent network solids (e.g., diamond, graphite, silicon dioxide and silicon 
carbide) 
 

The elements of group 14 can make four covalent bonds, and as such allow then to bond 

together in large, continuous networks. 

 

Diamond and graphite are allotropes (different forms of carbon), made entirely of carbon 

atoms, and covalently bonded together in a continuous network. 

 

LO 2.25 

LO 2.29 

LO 2.30 
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The diamond structure is based upon the thee-
dimensional tetrahedral unit, where all of the carbon 
atoms are bonded to one another with very strong 
covalent bonds in a huge macro structure. 
 
This makes diamond very strong and hard, with rigid, 
fixed covalent bond angles, and gives it a high 
melting and boiling point. 

 

Graphite has a two-dimensional layered structure 
where each carbon atom is bonded to three others in 
each plane. The covalent bonds within the layer are 
strong and give graphite a high melting point. 
 
The structure leads to specific properties; 
 
It will conduct electricity only in one plane 
 
In the graphite structure each carbon is only bonded 
to three others. This leaves one of the outer 
electrons "free". Each carbon atom has one such 
"free" electron and these are spread out over each 
layer (delocalized). This leads to a "sea" of electrons 
similar to that in the metallic structure and graphite's 
ability to conduct electricity along the layers. Since 
the electrons cannot move between layers there is 
no conduction in the vertical plane. 
 
It can be used as a lubricant 
 
Weak London dispersion forces hold the layers in 
graphite together represented by the dotted lines on 
the diagram. As a result they can slide over one 
another, making graphite soft and a good lubricant. 

 

  
 

Silicon and semi-conductors 
 

Silicon forms a very similar structure to diamond, which is not surprising since the 

elements are adjacent to one another in group 14 of the periodic table. 

 

Pure semi-conductors like silicon are generally poor conductors of electricity, but when 

‘doped’ (a deliberate introduction of an impurity) the conductivity increases. When the 

doping is carried out with an element that has an extra valence electron compared to 

silicon, i.e., a group 15 element like phosphorus, an n-type conductor is produced (n 

meaning ‘negative’ because of the extra electron). Conversely, when the doping is 
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carried out with an element that has one less extra valence electron compared to silicon, 

i.e., a group 13 element like boron, a p-type conductor is produced (p meaning ‘positive’ 

because of the one less electron). Disrupting the valence shells of the silicon atoms in 

this manner effectively allows electrons to flow, and the previous insulator becomes a 

good conductor. The boundaries between p and n are called p-n junctions, and the 

control of electrons through these junctions forms the basis for electronics. 

 

Silicon’s conductivity increases with increasing temperature, as electrons are promoted 

from the valence band to the conduction band. 

 
Molecular solids (e.g., iodine) 
 
Molecular solids are made from non-metals. Sometimes these might be diatomic 

molecules like iodine, or much larger molecules like polymers. In each case the 

intermolecular forces are weak, have low melting points and do not conduct electricity. 

 

 

Iodine is held in a similar lattice structure to NaCl but in this 
case only weak dispersion forces hold the I2 molecules in 
place.  
 
This means that solid iodine has a very low melting point since 
there is only a weak interaction between its molecules.  
 
In addition there are no charged particles (ions or electrons) 
present, making iodine a non-conductor. 

 

 

Task 2Di 

 

Based upon the data in the table below, deduce the type of bonding present in 

solids A, B and C. Explain your answer. 

 

Substance 
Melting point 

in Celsius 

Electrical 

conductor 

when solid? 

Electrical 

conductor 

when liquid? 

A 400 no yes 

B 2000 yes yes 

C -6 no no 

LO 2.31 

LO 2.32 

LO 2.22 
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Substances 

IONIC 
(GIANT lattice) 

 
+ve ion and –ve ion formed via 

transfer of electrons 
held together in giant lattice with 
strong electrostatic interaction 

DISCRETE COVALENT 
(INDIVIDUAL molecules) 

 
Small groups of atoms 

covalently bonded together 
by sharing electrons  

GIANT COVALENT 
(MACRO molecular) 

 
Massive structures of atoms 
covalently bonded together 

METALS/ALLOYS 
(MIXTURES of metals) 

 
Close packed array of atoms 

(ions) with “sea” of free moving 
electrons 

 

Metal + Non-Metal 
e.g., KCl, MgF2, Na2SO4 etc. 

Non-Metal + Non-Metal 
(compounds/polyatomic ions) 

e.g. CO2, PCl6- 

 

(Lewis structures/shape) 

Elements and some 
compounds 

e.g., Graphite & diamond 
(carbon), Si, SiO2 

Metals 
e.g. Na, Al, Au, Stainless 
Steel (Fe/C/Cr), Bronze 
(Cu/Sn), Brass (Cu/Zn) 

STRONG bonds 
 

high m.p/b.p 
 

poor conductors of 
electricity when solid (ions 
NOT free to move), good 
when liquid or in solution 

(dissolved) 
 

will dissolve in polar 
solvents  

Strong covalent bond within the 
molecule, but molecules 

attracted to one another with 
WEAK IMF 

 
low m.p/b.p, often liquids or 

gases at RT; 
 

LDF – (induced dipoles) 
Dipole – (perm. dipoles) 
H-Bonds – (H - N/O/F) 

 
poor conductors 

STRONG bonds 
 

high m.p/b.p 
 

hard 
 

poor conductors 

STRONG (but flexible) 
bonds 

 
high m.p/b.p 

 
good conductors of 
electricity (“sea” of 

electrons) and heat (close 
packed) 

 
malleable (can be shaped), 
ductile (can be drawn into 
thin wires), luster (shiny),  


